Episode 1903 – The Odd Women Out

Previously  on…  Stranded  in  Venezuela.  After  the  first  Tribal  Council,  Sean  and  Patricia  were  firmly  
cemented  at  the  head  of  Mariche.  With  Patricia  calling  the  shots  that  left  the  sole  vote  with  John,  Peter,  on  the  
outs.  Gina  and  Sarah  worked  towards  mending  their  relationship  after  a  heated  Tribal.  On  Tamanco,  the  Big  Five  
continued  to  goad  Diane.  Kim  J  was  feeling  torn  on  how  she  treated  Diane,  but  continued  to  reveal  information  
about  her  to  the  Big  Five.  Kim  P  lied  to  Diane  after  attempting  to  work  with  her  and  it  backfiring.  When  Lex  arrived,  
everyone  wanted  to  work  with  him  and  Kim  J  and  Frank  quickly  decided  that  they  would  form  an  alliance  with  
Clarence  and  him.  On  Mariche,  after  losing  a  very  close  Immunity  Challenge,  the  tribe  decided  to  vote  out  Peter  but  
not  before  publicly  lashing  out  against  Sarah  and  trying  to  convince  her  to  give  up  the  Cacique  title.  The  lines  are  
now  drawn  in  the  sand  with  Sarah  firmly  resolved  to  keeping  her  title  and  everyone  else  attempting  to  get  it  away  
from  her…  16  players  remain,  who  will  be  voted  out  tonight?  

Stranded in Venezuela

Episode 1903 – “The Odd Women Out”
Mariche, Night 06
After  being  close  allies  in  the  beginning,  Sarah  is  confused  as  to  why  Gabriel  was  so  mad  at  her  at  Tribal  
Council.    
  
Sarah – Confessional - Well, now Mariche really needs to get their head back in the game. Not
everything can be my fault and until they realize I can't be their scapegoat, they'll keep losing. It's a really difficult
thing to be called out on something that technically isn't in my control but I love and feel I need this position too
much to give it up. Also all that would solve is a Cacique better at being worse than I am. Of course, they don't
know that, but I think it's probably in their best interest they stick with someone like me. :P
Gabriel – Confesional - There's a weird sort of attitude towards Sarah now. I think she feels very
threatened and could be very hostile at any point. I'm very glad that Patricia decided to speak her mind regarding
the situation, it enabled me to speak mine too, and I didn't have too negative repercussions. I'm just trying to keep
a good relationship with everyone right now, while maintaining an honest reputation.
Sarah – Alright let’s talk. What happened at Tribal?
Gabriel - We spoke our minds! That's about it. I like you, Sarah, but I think a different person could fit the Cacique
role better. That's just my opinion.
Sarah - And that's fine but stepping down would only be better for one round. I really don't want this to hurt our
friendship.
Gabriel - It's not! I'm still your friend until the bitter end. If I wasn't, I wouldn't have spoken my mind the way I did.
You don't have anything to worry about.
Sarah – Confessional - Well, I've definitely lost a lot of trust in Gabriel and Patricia. There's no way I feel
comfortable with either of them now and I think it's really telling that no one came to back them up. I feel like they
are a duo and it's probably in my best interest to break them up. Gabriel's argument was awful and made no sense
which really says to me that Gabriel wants to defend Patricia.
Unaware  that  the  Hidden  Immunity  Idol  clue  was  apart  of  a  mission,  Gina  continues  to  ask  Sarah  
questions  regarding  it’s  origin.  
Patricia – Confessional - I hope you enjoyed the TC, I certainly did. Everyone came down on Sarah
except Gina who had repaired the relationship. There actually was a method to my madness. The fight-rebuilt
connection that Gina's going to get with Sarah is going to be a strong one. Sarah was going to feel like Gina was
someone she could trust because they hashed shit out.
Not on my watch, now, Sarah is going to be close to Gina and myself after we sort through shit. I'm going to
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promise Sarah the world, and hopefully now that she's been cut down a peg she'll fall in line to a more tribal
mentality. Plus she knows she's got to bring it like nobody's business come challenge time which is a plus
Gina - Did any other information come with it, or was it just that code? I've been trying to unscramble a few words
and coming up short. I think there may need to be at least one more clue before we crack that code.
Sarah - I don't know. It might not even be scrambled. But about the whole Tribal Council. What do you make of
that?
Gina - I think Pat is an emotional player. I wouldn't let it get to you. She was just really frustrated with the loss. I
messaged her right after and she gave me a one sentence response and said after "Sorry if I'm short, I'm just really
pissed" yada yada. She'll cool down in a little bit. It's just frustrating that we lost Peter by 2 damn seconds. I dunno,
I hope you guys can hash it out cus if we're gonna win we're gonna need some unity. Speaking of which- sounds like
there's another tribal tomorrow. I honestly have no idea who would even be up for consideration at this point.
What are your thoughts here?
Sarah - I don't know, but I really want to work with you. I know this seems to come out of nowhere but after
getting ganged up on I feel like you're the only person I trust.
The  General  reaches  out  to  Sarah  genuinely  feeling  bad  for  her  position  on  the  tribe.  
General - That was an harsh tribal council. I did understood that you had IRL issue? I hope everything will be better
for you :) Do you have any idea what to do next time? Because right now I'm so lost about what to do next
Sarah - I'm a little hurt because I really feel like it's too soon to judge anything when I haven't gotten a chance to
prove anything.
General - Yeah, I do understand where both you and Patricia are coming from tough! But you won the 1st vote so
you deserve to be Cacique and should NEVER gave it away. I just hope we'll be winning next time because if we
lose.. i'm so lost about what to do!
Sarah -‐ I don't know. What do you think we should do?
General - Well. You remember the 5 way alliance that we made in day one between Me, you, Gabe, Vee and Sean.
We,re still all there. We could both Pat and Gina yes. But I dont know yet if its the right move
Sarah - Ugh, let's think... Who should go...
General - Anyway, we have the night and all day tomorrow to think about it... And we might win next challenge.
General – Confessional - Maybe for Patricia it can be the beginning of the end. She targetted the leader
that is immune. So she just put a big target on her back. I do think the tribe agree with her on most points tough.
The  General  continues  to  push  his  idea  to  other  members  of  the  tribe.  
General - So our alliance in day 1 stayed strong in the first 2 TC. Do you think we should keep it and get rid of
Patricia or Gina yet? or switch things around? A lot of things happen recently Wanna share any idea?
Sean -  Yea, i was just thinking about it. I honestly like patricia and what she contributes to our tribe and I wish we
could maybe swap her out for Sarah, but she immune. Then again Sarah really clicked with a lot of us the first day,
and I'm hoping she'll step it up with us in the next challenge. What are you thinking?
General - I have exactly the same opinion as you about that. I like Patricia and I guess Sarah might target her next
time. What are now thinking about Gina, Vee and Gabe afer the first few days?
Sean - Vee seems really cool and seems to really have both our best interests in mind. She says she really trusts
you. I havent had much of a chance to chat with Gabe but seems like a likable guy. Gina is probably the one left
that I have talked to the least. But she seems really nice and supported me when John tried to vote me out. What
are your thoughts?
General - Vee: She dont talk a whole lot, But I got good vibes about her too. Gabe: We talked a lot in the beginning
but now we talk less and less. He dont answer all my message. Gina: Like you I havent talk to her that much. Tough
I have nothing bad to say about her.
A  lot  of  the  tribe  members  are  beginning  to  become  more  comfortable  with  going  back  to  their  original  
alliance  including  Sarah  and  excluding  Patricia  and  Gina.    
Vecepia - We're gonna have to turn on our own alliance if we lose the next challenge. I don't know who out of the
group it should be though. Who seems like someone you can trust long term the most?
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Sean - Hey, I was just considering our options as well. I really like everyone and idk cause we had our original 5 with
me you gabe sarah and the general, but i also really like Patricia and Gina. What are you thinking?
Vecepia -‐ I think the easiest person to make a case for is Gina. The General doesn't bother anyone and does well on
challenges. I think we would have no trouble getting the numbers for Gina considering that Sarah doesn't like her
all too much and I think Gabe could go along with that too. There is certainly more options too.
Sean - Yea, I'm thinking the same thing. She might be the easiest at this point. I like the general, and Gabe seems
to go along with the majority. I think we could make it work.
Vecepia - There's the alliance of 5 we have with Gabe, Gina and Patricia, and the other alliance with Sarah, General,
and Gabe. Essentially, me, You and Gabe have a kind of shared control over who goes home on the tribe. The
General seems to be a floater and will pretty much do whatever you tell him to do. Sarah will have no problem
voting out Gina who she probably dislikes. I feel like Patricia and Gina are a pair though?
Sean - Yea, i think we can sway this vote whichever way we choose. i dont know about them being together. I'll
talk to her and see how she feels about her. I dont think they are a strong pair, but i could be wrong.
Sean  was  wrong.  At  that  very  moment,  Gabriel  proposed  an  alliance  to  Gina  and  Patricia.  
Gabriel - I know we like each other, or at least I've came to the conclusion that we do, and seeing as that's the
case, would you two women like for this to be a secure core?
Gina - yeah, I'd say we're definitely the core alliance of this tribe. The question is, where do we go from here? I was
leaning towards Vecepia because she is the least open with her thoughts and the hardest to read. But that is
certainly changeable. What are you guys thinking?
Gabriel - I was thinking the same thing, actually. In all reality, I'd love to vote out Sarah the first chance I get, and
I'll work on her getting the Cacique title off of her, but if we lose tomorrow, I'd lean towards Vecepia. It's just that I
don't want to tell anyone because I'm afraid of any backlash. There's 7 people on the tribe now, we'd need one
more.
Gina - To be honest I think General and Sean both have an 'anybody but me' kinda attitude. I trust Sean more than
I trust General, though.
Gabriel - I can't help but to blame the language thing. His english is obviously broken and it sort of settles uneasy
in people in my opinion. Besides, he seems to be the type to speak his mind frequently and I don't know if I have
trust for someone that isn't too enjoyable in conversations and seems to be dangerous if you tell him the wrong
thing.
Gina - I'd have a tough time taking out General though, he's just so damn gung ho all the time and I think a really
positive force in this tribe.
Gabriel - Oh, yeah! I wasn't saying we should vote him out. I was just speaking my mind. He tries really hard in
challenges too. Might not be the absolute best but the effort is admirable.
Patricia - I agree on all counts re: Vecepia being the next to go if we lose again. I'm sure General and Sean will be
on board and hopefully Sarah as well. Gun to my head, I'd vie to keep Sean over General mostly because I feel he'd
be more loyal in the long run considering that we pretty much single handedly saved him while General has simply
gone with our flow so far but as far as I know I don't think anyone has a specific deal with him.
Gabriel - Oh, yes. I think that Sean would be loyal over General tonnssss. The only thing that made me uneasy is
how fast he approached me on Day 1. I don't know if I was just being good socially or if he was just out to make a
quick alliance. Either way, I don't think he's bad! I like him.

Tamanaco, Night 06
Never  one  to  beat  around  the  bush,  Frank  comes  right  out  and  demands  that  Lex  offer  him  an  alliance.  
Frank - I need to know I can trust you and you want to work with me.
Lex - Alright. I think you're serious about this and I am too. Are you thinking 2 people or 3-4? There are some really
nice people (although it could be an act) in this tribe: Diane - Two alliances of 4 each in this tribe, (her, Mama Kim,
Clarence and Lindsey vs you + the other 3) and there's me, who's currently unaffiliated. She thinks Tom is a double
agent for your team and so she thinks the plan is to tell Tom to vote for Linda next tribal to see if he is loyal. She
says I have the swing vote next tribal council. I don't believe this is true, because: Mama Kim - Explained Diane is
going home by a vote of 6-1-1 plus whoever I vote for (Tom is still voting for Linda according to her) because she's
been talking to everybody and offering everyone different alliances.
Frank - Everything you said checks out. That's exactly what I orchestrated Diane into believing, she actually told
you the truth , from her side, she thinks she needs your vote to get majority.
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If everything goes well, we are gonna get to 7 with me, you, Lindsey, Linda, Mama Kim, Kim Powers and Clarence.
This is the tribe we have to keep intact to 7. Final 4 is me, you, Clarence and Mama Kim. After that we can get rid of
which one of them two is more likable. At the moment please act like you are playing for the tribe, cause we are.
The tribe of 7. Be nice to people in the tribe but don't tell them what we talked about. I will get word of it if you do.
Lex - Alright. It's fine if I talk to Clarence or Mama Kim though? And man, I don't want to backstab you, I think
you're a very intelligent guy.
Lex – Confessional - I'm starting an alliance with Frank, which I'm glad to do, because he seems like a
very intelligent guy. I haven't learned enough to post here with certainty yet, but like I said last time it looks like the
list is Diane -> Tom -> ???. A lot of people are reassuring me that I won't be voted out for awhile, but everybody is
told that to avoid the Idol played, so I'm keeping my wits about me and still talking to people for their views on our
tribe.
Meanwhile,  outsiders  Diane  and  Big  Tom  are  currently  trying  to  figure  out  the  fake  Hidden  Immunity  Idol  
clues  given  to  them  by  Mama  Kim  in  her  last  Cacique  Mission.  
  
Diane – Confessional - So after the second immunity challenge, Mama Kim PMs both Big Tom and me
with the hidden immunity idol clues she got from Jeff for winning. Big Tom and I spent forever trying to figure out
the clue. He came up with the idea of the oilbird, which in Venezuela is Guacharo. We tried that but it didn't work,
so either the answer is something else, or Tom has already entered that password and gotten the idol. However, I
don't necessarily think that's the case because the clues don't perfectly fit that bird, and Tom was a little too
adamant about continuing our search for that clue to have already found it.
Diane - Are you coming up with anything for this??? Lol I'm thinking some kind of animal but I'm not sure.
Big Tom - I thought it was an oilbird, but that dosent work! im thinking a flightless bird but i have no idea
Diane - What makes you think oilbird?
Big Tom - It is a flightless bird that eats fruit, "dreams of flying" and "domain of fruit and horses"
Diane - Yea that seems to fit both descriptions, including flock. But what about the horses?
Also, I tried the Venezuelan name for it, Guacharo and it didn't work....
Big Tom - Same, and birds land on horses and eat the bugs/ticks off them, so it still fits almost perfectly
Diane - Yep, and the hunting at night and using echolocation like bats would fit identity crisis.....
Frank - Ok so I made a deal with Lex for Final 4. I didn't tell him you're my secret number 2. I just told him you're in
Final 4, then me and him will see who to get rid of. It was funny seeing how Diane's perspective on the alliances
that she told Lex is exactly what I made her think XD. So far so good, he has no reason to betray us. It might as well
be me you and him to the end lol.I know I told you I'll tell you the whole deal on the alliance after you vote with us
but we didn't get to vote.
Clarence - I feel really good about that breakdown. Unless the other side surprises us with a hidden idol, we're all
going to make the merge. Let's do this!
Frank – Confessional - I have a lot of sub alliances. I can go to the final 3 with Lex, Clarence, Mama Kim,
Kim Powers or any combination of them. I'm making sure I make a lot of deals and they know, so that they will
bring me to the end based on me having to betray people. I choose to play hard and play aggressive because that's
the way I would play regular Survivor.
Diane is basically on an island with her ally Big Tom, who she doesn't even trust anymore because I put the
suspicion that he is a double agent in her mind, through Mama Kim who she apparently trusts for whatever reason.
Diane is annoying to the tribe, she is unpredictable and tries to smooth talk you. I don't see any advantage into
having her in a merged tribe, she will be trying to make friends with the other tribe immediately, she has no sense
for subtlety. She's a dangerous wildcard.
At this point, my alliance has no reason to betray me. If at any point I see an advantage in betraying me, it will
probably be very late game.
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Frank - I cleared Clarence about me you Lex and him to the final 4. Just tell him the final 3 is me you and him and
we're good. I highly doubt at this point he'll tell anything to Diane. What Lex told me about Diane is exactly what
we wanted her to think. That she has you, Clarence, Lindsey and needs Lex. And that Big Tom is a double agent.
Kim J - This game's almost too easy. Where's the twist, where everyone but me has a hidden immunity idol, and
my ass is kicked at merge.
Frank - Lol that would be quite the twist. Don't get complacent though, Lindsey Linda and Kim P will not like the
fact that we might have a side alliance. They'll try something eventually, if not now, they'll do at 7. I really don't
know where their head is at and if they are a trio. We need to work on Kim P to make her feel like she's the one
we're taking to the end.
Kim J - Good idea. Your a quick thinker ;D Should I talk to Lindsey/Linda too? I mean, it's nice to have Kim P down
pat, but Lindsey/Linda could still talk.
Kim J – Confessional - Lex fits in well. Everyone pretty much likes him. I feel like he's a smart guy though,
and possibly might know about the Linda/Lindsey/Kim P deal. Either Clarence doesn't know, or Clarence knows
and doesn't care, he's really the perfect ally. All he cares about is the tribe. He' pro-unity, and I think the longer he
stays in this game the better

Frank - We are looking sharp for final 3. Keep your ears peeled and don't get complacent though. Try to get that
damn idol, its taunting me with its unobtainable password lol. Love you Kims.
Kim P - That idol is the key. Diane CANNOT get it. I have tried 1000 times and nothing :/
Kim J - You guys might like this: I gave Diane a fake idol clue, to show her how much I am on her side and to show
her that I trust her as an ally. She's now also on this temporary high that she could get the idol.
Frank - LOL. What clue did you give her, and where did you tell her you got it?
Kim J - I told her that I got it from Probst for winning the challenge, and it was my choice as to who I gave it to.
Kim P - Kim you are so DEVIOUS!!!!! Lmao at the thought of Diane wasting hours trying to solve it!!!
Kim P – Confessional - Lex has managed to fit in rather well. I think him and Clarence are with us, Diane
and Tom being the outsiders. Diane is so pathetic. After my little scheme and white lie I have been trolling the shit
out of her. Just sending random punctuation marks and smileys. But Mama Kim J might be the biggest troll. She
sent Diane this fake idol clue!! Bahahahahahahaha!!! I can just imagine Diane frantically trying to solve it

Mariche, Day 07
Patricia  and  Sean  discuss  their  thoughts  on  the  vote  should  they  lose  the  challenge,  and  unwittingly  
target  each  other’s  closest  ally.  
Patricia - Hey man haven't had a chance to talk to you since the vote! How you holding up? We've had some tough
times lately. I know we can pick it up though with this upcoming challenge, but as always we need a plan if we lose.
Have you heard any names or have any thoughts on who it should be?
Sean - Hey Pat, I'm doing alright. How are you doing with everything? Had a chance to talk to Sarah yet? I havent
had much of a chance to talk to people. I was hoping that people would be on right now so we could figure out
what the plan was. What are you thinking?
Patricia - I sent her a message trying to bury the hatchet but she didn't reply. It was heartfelt too, I didn't mean
what I said maliciously. i hope she gets back to me. I had a quick chat with Gabe last night and we both kinda
thought that... if we lost then challenge strength's the most important thing, and Vecepia's kinda been the least
helpful overall for them. And I think Gina and General feel the same. But I mean... I like Vee and I'm seriously going
to knock some heads if we lose hahaha so yeah.
Sean - Yea thats a solid point. If we lose again we're going to need all the strength we have. I heard from Vee, she
said that she thinks that Gina will be her vote if we lose.
Patricia - Ugh... Can we keep both of them and just steal Sarah's Cacique necklace in the middle of the night?!
Would you be down on a Vecepia vote if it came down to it?
Sean - haha i know right. I really like both Gina and Vee. I hope Sarah steps it up this round. I do feel like I owe Vee
something as she was the only one other then you who came to me the first round and told me what was going on.
But if thats what the consensus is then I'm down for it. We're getting to slim pickings.
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Patricia – Confessional - The issue with Vecepia is that right before the John vote, she started questioning things.
And it freaked Gina out and I wasn't too pleased either. She has a tendancy to randomly end conversations. She's
good, but she's not reliable, and she's considered less than good at challenges. Might've just been Peter saying that
but it's what we're going with as an excuse.
Sean  goes  back  to  his  closest  ally,  Vecepia  with  the  bad  news.  
Vecepia - What's up!
Sean - Hey Just a heads up I heard your name. But if we can get Sarah and the general. worst case would be 4-4 and
Sarah breaks the tie as she is immune.
Vecepia - Wait, did Gabe say my name or was it Patricia/Gina?
Sean - It was Patricia, but I think she's been in Gabes ear as well.
Vecepia - The general has adamantly agreed with me on voting out Gina in a message he sent me.
With  every  vote  becoming  critical,  Sarah  has  suddenly  become  the  most  popular  member  of  the  tribe.  
Sarah - Any idea what we should do if we go to Tribal?
Gabriel - I've heard both Gina and Vecepia mentioned. Which would you lean towards? I'm assuming Gina.
Sarah - Well, we'll talk about it afterwards.
Sean - I've heard both Gina and Vee's names come up. I really like Vee, but Gina is a bigger asset in the challenges,
but then again Vee is probably going to be more loyal to us down the line. What are your thoughts?
Sarah - I don't know, let's wait and decide later.
Patricia - I sent you a long-ass message trying to talk about it but you never replied... I really hope you got it cause
It was full of apology and love and all that good stuff. I think some things Peter said at TC are potent, and coupled
with that I believe we need the strongest tribe possible. I think we need to vote for the person who's least helpful
in challenges, and I personally think that that person's Vecepia.
Sarah – Oh, I'm so sorry! I got it but it was really late so I forgot to respond. So sorry about that. But yeah, we're
good. We'll talk about tribal after the challenge then I guess.

Tamanaco, Day 07
Under  the  impression  that  Frank  and  Kim  J  are  on  board  with  their  alliance,  Clarence  and  Lex  are  excited  
about  the  future  of  the  game  but  Clarence  is  beginning  to  have  doubts.  
  
Clarence - I'm aligned with 2 other people, but I'm fearful there ties to others are deeper than there ties to me.
Lex - I'd like you to trust me, and I'm willing to trust you, so I'll explain the situation and hope you explain me yours.
Right now you and I stand for final four with Frank and Mama Kim, but that can change depending on whether you
or I want to change it, I guess. I'm willing to work with you if you want to work with me. Diane and Tom are on the
outs and are probably next on the chopping block. I'm fairly certain Frank is telling me the truth about us four in
the finals, he seemed legitimately honest to me. But can you explain the group you were in and turned on each
other, and why you think Mama Kim and Frank have ties to other players?
Clarence - I think this four way would be great! I know those two are close with alot of the other contestants
because Mama Kim is the tribe leader and Frank is the one making a bunch of decisions about targeting Diane and
such. So being aligned with them works great. =) I think we're golden to the merge and even after that!
Lex - If you don't mind me asking, who were the players in your original alliance you were talking about that you
thought were untrustworthy? Also, what/who are you thinking for final two/three? I think with the way things are
going it might be you, me and Frank at F3, but I'm thinking about this a lot and trying to cover every possible
mistake that might happen to us on the way there.
Clarence - Yeah! I think that makes the most sense for us. My original alliance, basically the only people who
rabbidly approached me, was Diane and then Mama Kim. But then everyone told me Diane was the target. Then
even Mama Kim told me Diane was the target and she was okay with that because she has immunity til the merge.
Then Diane kept mentioning also having Big Tom and Lindsey on her side... two people who have never messaged
me on a game level or asked to form anything. So it got all weird. I wasn't aligned with them in the slightest and
yet Diane was talking as if we were all a group of 5 including Mama Kim, who I already knew was going to vote
Diane out... so I just couldn't believe anything Diane was saying about having any of them on her side.
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Lex - From what I understand right now, Tom is allied with Diane, but I have no idea where Lindsey is standing. And
yes that makes sense. I sure hope everything goes as planned, but there's so many twists in this game it's hard to
know what to expect. But you and I are tight, yes? :)
Clarence - Yes yes! Just don't pull a saving Ambuh move again x'D!
Lex - But yeah let's go as far as we can. There's a lot I want to say but I expect a twist soon which will probably
change everybody's game plans!
Clarence – Confessional - It's actually hilarious what has happened. I have been tight with Mama Kim, and Frank,
both in secret, so that neither know I'm working with the other, then I got on Lex's good side and promised him the
same type of secret duo alliance as I have with both Kim and Frank. It's crazy. Then all of them came together,
independent of me, but all including me in their plans because we're together, and bam a final four alliance has
formed with us... with each of them seemingly in a final 2 partnership with me. So they could all be talking out of
their ass, or I could be set for a long, long time.
Openly  admitting  to  using  Diane  as  a  way  to  unify  the  group  with  a  common  enemy,  Frank  announces  to  
the  Big  Five  that  he  has  snowed  Clarence  and  Lex  into  voting  with  them.  
  
Frank - Through the wonders of Anti-Diane talk I think Lex and Clarence will definitely vote with us and keep tribe
unity. We're looking good for Final 5 people!
Kim J - Should I tell Clarence and Lex to prevote Diane?
Frank - Of course.
Lindsey - Diane messaged me last night and even in the off chance that we don't lose again, I think I convinced her
that we all need to stick together if we swap.
Linda - Diane literally out and sent me a message asking if I could see if I can wiggle her into the me/Frank/Kim P
alliance O_o Also, I've found I really find Lex awesome
Kim j - Yeah, Lex is a cool guy and seriously? That's the most awkward encounter I can think of. She's got quite a
bit of nerve xD
Lindsey - omg I totally agree. Lex is awesome! I love talking to him. lol @ Diane this snake bitch.
Kim J - I dunno. Just kinda say "I'm not sure what your refering to, but do you wan't a duo alliance?" She's already
doubting Big Tom. If you act like theres no alliance, she might be willing to vote out Big Tom himself.
Big  Tom  comes  up  with  a  devious  plan  that  seems  a  bit  familiar.  
Diane – Confessional - Right now our tribe seems to be dishonest with each other. I can't tell who lies
where in terms of loyalty. New developments today suggested that Tom was actually aligned with the other side
and using us for information, but I can't know that for sure. Mama Kim still seems to trust him as she included him
in the message with me when she got the clues for the hidden immunity idol. I'm not sure why she did that, but I
hope it was a jest of faith towards Tom and not that she's secretly aligned with them as well. I highly doubt that
she is, it may have just been a bad move on her part.
Big Tom - So me and kim are having a tough time finding the idol, so i came up with this idea. Kim, you could post
in the hidden immunity thread and give them a fake clue (If your down i can come up with one). It will throw them
off and give us more time. Plus if any of them say they found it we will know who the liars in the group are. What
do you say?
Kim J - Thats a tad bit of a dirty tactic. Pluss, they have NO clue.They won't find it alone.
Big Tom - I'm thinking that one of them may get another clue, so if we throw this one in there, it could confuse
them enough so they could'nt possibly find it, even with their clue.
Kim J - If you would like to do it, I'm not going to stop you. I'm not sure I think that would be a good idea for me
down the road
Diane - Yea Im with Mama Kim on this one. That's not how I want to play the game. If we can't find it with the clue
there's no way they'll figure it out without one. That could come back to bite us down the road with jury votes. I'm
ok with not giving them any clues at all, but I don't want to play dirty.
Big Tom - Yeah, rethinking it it could come back to haunt us. Lets hope we get another clue when we win tonight
Linda – Confessional - I do have to state how awesome new Lex is. He's such a joy to talk to. I'm hoping
to convince the other 4 of my alliance to pull him in as an equal 6th member for both strategic and personal
reasons, as opposed to just being someone we use like Clarence is right now.
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Challenge Beach, Night 07
During  the  Immunity  Challenge,  Mariche  pulled  out  their  first  win  as  the  tribe  correctly  guessed  who  
Sarah  assigned  each  deadly  sin  to.  

Mariche, Night 07
Despite  winning  the  challenge,  Sarah’s  reasoning  for  her  post  quickly  re-‐alienates  her  with  Mariche.  
Jeff Probst - HOST - Your mission which you can complete when you come back is to explain yourself fully for each
and every sin assignment as to why you did it AND to incorporate these words each in a different explanation:
worthless, annoying, and pompous. They must be used in a negative way and incorporated to our satisfaction, not
merely snuck in there.
Sarah - I’m sorry if this is a little rude but I’m just venting right now. I'm really sorry if any of you disagree with how
I placed you but this challenge was about perception and I feel like you deserve reasons so I figured I would do it
here for everyone to see. And honestly this isn't to start drama, it's to give you reasons for the challenge stuff.
Anger - Patricia blows up too often and it's so stupid. I don't understand why she strives to be as frustrating as she
is and she doesn't seem to care that her tantrums are hurting other people. Like her blowing up at the other tribe
after the Immunity Challenge was bad enough but she gets so angry at anything. Patricia is pompous and only
seems to think she’s done nothing wrong at all. There was no tact shown at all last night by her. Not everything
can be my fault. She's brash and doesn't think things through before she says it. We've talked things through but
still, I didn't see anywhere else to put her.
Envy - I genuinely think Gabriel is jealous of me for having this Cacique position. Him attacking me at the tribal was
all about the Cacique and he seemed to agree that I should give it to someone else. Him popping up with little
reasoning or justification says to me that he's jealous of me and wants the position. That’s so annoying and
undeserved bro! I feel like you’ve gotten irritating to me because of last night and I’m sorry but there’s a little love
lost because of it. I’ve been nothing but nice to you so why are you going to call me out with no reasoning
whatsoever? I just think it’s immature.
Greed – I put myself here because it seems like the most obvious choice for me and a few of you seem to think I am.
I really do like the Cacique position but I don’t think I’m a bad choice. If you think I am then I guess you can take it
out on me at the merge. :P
Gluttony – General is online a lot of the time and seems to have a lot of free time. The idea behind it was his
abundant free time would make him a little heavier than the rest of us. :P There’s not really a lot going into it.
Pride – Gina really cares about how she’s perceived in the game and doesn’t seem to fit anywhere else. She’s not
greedy or jealous or lazy. She’s Gina and Gina seems to love Gina.
Lust – Sean’s a sweetheart but I think he’s kind of blind to the strategy of the game. I definitely think he has a
potential to be great but it’s like he expects the best in everyone on the tribe and he has a lot of potential to be
backstabbed, I think. He’s naïve and I really hope he smartens up.
Sloth – Vecepia never makes an obvious effort anywhere from what I saw before now. She rarely talks to me. And I
think she’s worthless in challenges, it’s ridiculous. I’m not sure how much she talks to the rest of the tribe but our
communication is mostly non-existent. To be completely honest I wasn’t sure how much she deserved to be here.
Her effort in challenges before tonight was minimal at best.
Any other questions about this can be asked here and once again, no hard feelings. Please.
Gabriel - I'm sorry, but you just said no hard feelings after you just called me immature, annoying, and irritating.
And I did have a reason, and I clearly stated it. You are not fulfilling the duties of the Cacique that I had in mind.
That doesn't mean I would either. I am not jealous of your position, but I am upset that you called me annoying
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and immature. Sorry for speaking my mind, I thought that tribal was the place to do that. I've even talked to you in
private about it. I'm genuinely a little hurt by this. If I didn't like you, I'd let you remain Cacique and just tension
build up between you and everyone. I do like you which is why I was so honest with you. Sorry that you took offense
to it.
Patricia - I really hope that nobody took my blowing up at the other tribe seriously :P Most of my "outbursts" are
done in jest. It's just my brand of humour.
Gina - Now, in my defense, everyone else seems to love Gina too. :p
Despite  her  turn  around  earlier  in  the  day,  the  latest  Cacique  mission  has  buried  an  even  bigger  hole  for  
Sarah  to  dig  herself  out  of.  
Vecepia - Seems like all Sarah is trying to do now is alienate herself and piss other people off.
Sean - haha right? I'm confused on what she's doing. I thought we were good, and hoping she didnt think I was
going to see what she said about us.But best to keep her on our good side, cause we have to keep her.
Sarah - I really am sorry if I offended you in any way. I wasn't intending to, but I can see where you were.
Gabriel - I honestly was.
Sarah - You just have to look at it from my eyes. From the description of the Cacique that was given, you haven't
really done anything that I was expecting in a leader. I was ecstatic to have you as one because you before the
game really started was much more peppy. I'm really sorry and I don't want us to have any ill will towards each
other.
Gabriel - Have you read Sarah's reasoning?
Sean - haha ya. Very blunt to say the least. I'm hoping she didnt mean for us to see the reasons why.
Gabriel - I think she did, because she said no hard feelings at the end. I was a little offended but most off I'm a
little worried that she might want me out after what I said.
Sean - haha i didnt see her post. I was just going by the challenge description, but i just read her actual one. I was
slightly ofended also.
Gabriel - I'm starting to regret what I said. I just hope it doesn't make a target for me.
Sean - I wouldn't worry about being a target haha, your good in my books. But then again according to Sarah I'm
naive and have no sense of whats going on.
Gabriel - HA! If anyone doesn't know what's going on, it's her.
Vecepia - We're going to have to stay nice to her because we can't vote her out. We don't want to burn any bridges
and cause her to go and vote with the other tribe. We need the numbers.
Gabriel - I know. I'm a little worried about what she thinks of me now. I tried to talk to her after what I said in the
thread and she ignored my message. I don't know what to take out of it.
Vecepia - Yeah she criticizes me about making no effort to talk to her while she ignores my messages....
Gabriel - Oh, good. She ignores mine too. I'm glad I'm not the only one. That actually legitimately makes me feel a
bit better.
When  Sarah  receives  the  idol  clue  for  completing  her  mission  and  must  share  it,  she  decides  to  do  some  
damage  control  and  share  it  with  the  most  upset  member  of  the  tribe.  
Sarah - Just got this idol clue. Thought maybe you'd like to have it. I'm sorry for the reasoning thread but you
calling me out hurt my feelings.
Gabriel - Oh my gosh, thank you. What do you think it could mean? And I know that I offended you, and I honestly
did it. Maybe I didn't mean it in so much of an "I wish you weren't the Cacique" way but more of an eye opener to
see how you were being perceived by the rest of us. I hope that we can put aside our differences!
Sarah - I don't know, the whole thing is super complicated. I have no idea what it means right now. You? Well,
however you meant it, I felt betrayed because I thought we were closer than that and it hurt. We're good now but
I'm a little hurt.
Gabriel - I have no idea either. I'm gonna wrack by brain over it. And yeah, I really didn't meant to hurt you in any
way. You hurt me too, but I guess we're even now?
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Gabriel – Confessional - If you go and look at our conversations then and now, there's a very stark
contrast. Sarah isn't who she was, and I don't like it. I'm being nice to her, but I'm being nice to everyone, but I'm
gonna try to convince her to give up her title and then vote her out first chance I can get!
Patricia - An enemy, probably. A fool? definitely.
Gabriel - Totaaaaally agree though. I was really offended and then she says no hard feelings? Like, okay, you can
drop the act now. We already don't like you enough. I'm glad we won though!
Patricia - Hehehe thanks. I just don't get her. Everything I said was just objective. she was just like "everyone is
immature, nobody likes me, and you've all sucked super hard but no hard feelings, k?" I can't wait to vote her out...
One day man. One day.
Gabriel - One day! I will love the day. Oh joyous. I want to look for the idol but I don't know which way to go.

Tamanaco, Night 07
Kim  J  posts  her  reasoning  for  the  challenge,  but  it  goes  largely  unnoticed.    
Kim J - I thought you guys might like some reasoning as to why I chose the people for the challenge
Anger - I chose anger for Kim P because she got very easily aggravated when the other tribe bragged and such. I'm
sure a lot of us were annoyed by them, but she was the only one that was up-front about it when they were acting
pompous.
Envy - I chose envy for Clarence, although I think I should've chosen Lex. Clarence just was really desperate,
especially at the beginning of the game. I could kinda tell that he wanted some kind of companion.
Greed - I picked Diane for Greed, because she was just talking to everyone about everything, and wouldn't stop. It
got to the point where it was beyond annoying. She was greedily asking for many alliances, and didn't value most
of them. She was being SO ANNOYING all GAME! She would act like I was her number one ally, when EVERYONE
was her number one ally :|
Pride - I chose Pride for Linda, but honestly, no one could really describe Pride. Linda didn't describe it at all. I feel
like no one thought highly of themselves so far. I'm sure SOMEONE does, but no one really made it obvious that
they do.
Gluttony - I chose BIG Tom for gluttony, because BIG Tom is... BIG.
Lust - I chose Frank for Lust, and I'm sure he knows why ;). It was still a bit of a stretch
Sloth - I chose Lex for Sloth, because he was SLOW to getting to the game... hehe PX. And at the beginning of the
game, he was kinda worthless.
  
It  doesn’t  take  long  after  the  challenge  ends  for  the  Big  Five  to  set  their  sights  on  their  main  target.    
Kim P - Diane. Bitch goin home.
Linda - it is time
Frank - Yeah, woulda loved winning but i'll love sending her home too. She didn't even show up today
Lindsey - GOODBYE DIANE <3
Linda - i sent her a message to vote Tom if shw shows up. Just to make it really seem she's going nowhere.
Kim P - I am going to do a public vote!!! Anyone else?
Frank - Lol. I wouldn't do that, what if she has the idol and shows up with it. Keep it simple.
Linda - maybe you should have been Pride Kim :P
Kim P - About that, do I really come across as angry?
Frank - Don't look too much into the answers. She didn't have much criteria to go on and you were the only one bit
angry at the other tribe. It doesn't mean you're angry in general, we still love you. Me more than most cause
apparently I'm lusty lol.
Lindsey  levels  with  Big  Tom  before  Tribal  Council.  
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Big Tom - In case you missed it, Tribal is happening tonight :\ has anyone mentioned any names to you?
Lindsey - i've heard Diane and Lil Kim
Big Tom - Iv heard lil kim as well, is anyone else down for her?
Lindsey - I have NO idea lol. I think Diane was voting her but idk who else.
Big Tom - Haha, well i will vote her if you do too. If us Diane and Maybe mamakim do thats 4. At this stage that
may be enough
Lindsey - I think I might just vote for Diane. I've asked around and I think more people are doing that. I think you'd
be smart to vote Diane too.
Big Tom - Alright, thats probably what i will do. How many people do we have going that way?
Lindsey - i think at least 4 or 5
Big Tom - Well tribals starting, so good luck to ya

Tamanaco, Tribal Council
Jeff Probst – HOST - Welcome to your first Tribal Council as a tribe, tonight one of you will go home, and it will
not be Kim J. Until she gives up her title of Cacique, she is immune from Tribal Council. I cannot say the same for
the rest of you.
Mia Galeotalanza – HOST - Welcome to your first Tribal Council, Tamanaco!
Lindsey - Well, this is ominous...
Mia Galeotalanza – HOST - Lex- you were a latecomer. How have you fit into your tribe since you joined the
game? Are you worried that it could be you tonight?
Lex - o_O I think I have fit in for ex-Lex for the most part, uh... people have shown me respect and so I show them
the same courtesy, and I think I'm treated as if I had been here since the start of the game, which I'm glad to say.
And I don't want to be too confident about the vote tonight, it could always be me unless I have immunity, so I
won't say I'm sure it's not me.. I don't think it is though.
Frank - Am I the only one little bit excited? Lol.
Kim P - No I am to!
Big Tom - Excited! but Nervous!
Jeff Probst – HOST - Lindsey, after waiting almost a week to go to Tribal Council, for the game to finally begin,
were you starting to get antsy for a council?
Lindsey - Definitely. I'm eager to see how things shake out here tonight. I'm eager to see who's been truthful with
me and who hasn't. Without voting, you really have no confirmation of where people stand.
Mia Galeotalanza – HOST - Frank- Why are you excited? Is that code for "I'm not worried"?
Frank - I am excited because I love tribal councils. On the contrary, knowing that your life is on the line and
anything can happen adds to the excitement. I'm not silly enough to think anyone is perfectly safe. For all i know,
idols could be played, a lot can happen.
Mia Galeotalanza – HOST - Linda- Aside from Kim J, who is immune until the merge, who do you think is in the
best position on this tribe?
Linda - Well Frank's been a beast in both the challenges we won, so I'd say he's not going anywhere
Mia Galeotalanza – HOST - Kim P- what do you think of the Deadly Sin that Kim J assigned to you? Was it
accurate, or no?
Kim P - I'm feisty! I speak my mind and I don't have a problem confronting people. I don't think I am necessarily an
angry person, like I don't go home and beat my dogs, but I have no problem biting back at people. If you cross me
expect a big bite.
Diane- Jeff, I really don't want to jinx myself, but I think I'm safe for now. *Knock on wood* *Throw salt over my
right shoulder* *Spin around three times* I think the best option for our tribe to remain strong tonight is to vote
someone who will likely be a problem later on down the road.
Jeff Probst – HOST - Are you comfortable admitting who you think would be a problem later on?
Diane - I'm not actually comfortable saying so, not just yet. But I'm confident that if the vote goes the way I think
it will that they will know as you're snuffing their torch.
Mia Galeotalanza – HOST - Frank- Linda just outlined you as a strong challenge competitor. Does this flatter you,
or worry you? And how do you respond?
Frank - I get competitive in challenges, they are pretty much my favorite bit. It doesn't worry me, I'm willing to
stick my neck out there to win challenges.
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Jeff Probst – HOST - Im amazed at how relaxed this tribe is being... you just lost a challenge, you're only 1 up in
numbers from Mariche now, and anything can happen in this game. Maybe you aren't all in danger during this
council, but if things continue the way they are you will all be vulnerable very soon.
Linda - "the way they are"? This was one challenge Jeff. You can't make a pattern out of one thing. That is not how
life works
Big Tom - Im worried
Mia Galeotalanza – HOST - Diane- Do you expect to to surprised by the outcome of tonight's vote, or are you
confident that you know what is going to happen?
Diane - Oh no, I could easily be surprised. It could very likely be myself going home! Like Tom said, it's never a good
thing to feel safe. Maybe I did jinx myself
Clarence - I'm pretty sure the only reason we lost was because a few of us weren't online/couldn't be, so we
weren't all here in full force.
Diane - Yes, I wasn't here tonight. I'll admit it. :) Sometimes you just can't be, and we'll all have a moment like that
at some point. It's just a matter of whether or not the tribe is forgiving enough. I'm not saying that having me
would have let us win, but it would have given us another person to help in the challenge. I would definitely take
some of the blame for tonight. But I believe my team is understanding enough to know things happen.
Kim P - Just curious where were you? Everyone else who didn't turn up said beforehand why they wouldn't be here...
Diane - I was at church tonight, and the reason I didn't say anything beforehand was that I was expecting to be
here. Something came up after church that I'm not at liberty to discuss.
Linda - Diane, I completely undestnad. Unexpected stuff happens all the time. I don't hold it against you at all!
Kim P - Me either. Like I said, just curious. Anyway I think this is a good way to cleanse our tribe.
Diane - Thank you Linda :) I'll definitely extend the same courtesy to anyone on our tribe. It's going to happen to
everyone. Just as long as it's not a recurring thing.
Jeff Probst – HOST - Alright at this time all votes are final. If anyone has a hidden immunity and would like to play
it on themselves or someone else, you now have 5 minutes to do so.
Lindsey - *clutches pearls**adjusts weave*GL babies <3 no matter what happens, I love you all. Even if you vote
me out. In which case: bitches. But *MY* bitches. <3
Jeff Probst – HOST – I’ll read the votes:
http://strandedgaming.com/venezuela/tam ... s/tc2.html
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Diane - Bye guys! Glad to have played with all of you!
Kim J - sorry Diane :(
Frank - Bye Diane! Good game. And lmao at some of the comments.
Lindsey - Sorry Diane! =(
Lex - R.I.P. Diane

Diane’s Final Words
Diane - I really thought I had a good alliance. I guess my problem was that I did play too aggressively. I did enjoy
everything that happened and I thought Mama Kim had my back. Don't know where everything went wrong. I
wasn't trying to control the game at all, just trying to make sure that my friends stayed. If I could play again I
would definitely strategize less. I didn't know talking to everyone and being friendly was a crime :(
Guess I was too trusting.
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